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Internship requirements for Gera Developments Pvt Ltd

Asawari Gaikwad <asawari.gaikwad@gera.in>
Tue 2019-10-01 14:04

To: nilofar agnihotri <nilofaragnihotri.bmcc@despune.org>
Cc: Pooja Pharkute <pooja.pharkute@gera.in>;Meghana Sawant <meghana.sawant@gera.in>

Dear Ma'am

Gera Developments Private Limited has been in the Real Estate domain for over 45 years. We are best described
as creators of premium residential and commercial projects across Pune, Goa and Bangalore.

Our effort to always be the ones to break category convention has led us to achieving several verifiable firsts in
the Real Estate space. Just a few of these are the 5-Year warranty on Real Estate – consisting of preventive
maintenance and repairs – An absolute first in the country. The next is the building of India’s first
ChildCentricTM project and of course Industry landmarks such as the Re-measurement Clause and the Free-
look period.

In our continuous effort to better every manoeuvre, we decided to put our belief system out there positioning as
well as branding it in a single word ‘OUTDO’. This word encapsulates the philosophy that drives Inventions and
Innovations. It is the knowing of what has been done, however excellent it might be is in the past. It is the need
to ‘OUTDOING’ in the future that is most important as we continue to relentlessly pursue the achievement of
several more benchmarks in raising the standards of Real Estate in the country.
 
As an organization we drive a culture that supports innovation, enables individuals and teams to OUTDO, create
platforms for Leaders to develop and drive high performing teams. 
 
Through our Campus Engagement program we wish to engage with your esteemed campus and reach out to the
youth of this country. Our connect program is to engage for  internships/ campus placements with your esteemed
institute to hire bright talent for our organization. 

We are looking for Customer Relationship interns for managing the customer experience  and who would
be willing to join us on 9th October for a period of 3 months. Post 3 months, we will be evaluating their
performances to determine how would they fit in our organization as full time employees. 

The stipend for the interns would be Rs 15,000/- per month. The candidate has to be well versed in
English and Marathi. 

Request you to share profiles of students for the role to create best opportunities for the talent by orientating
them through the campus program.
 
Awaiting your response.

Thanks and regards,
Asawari Gaikwad


